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Dining With Spirits

Alan is working on getting some new investigations set up now that the weather is getting warmer. We are also looking into setting
up a date to come together as a group and take
group photos and do a few interviews for our
videos we are putting together. I’ll let you
know when that is set up.
To go along with our video series, we are
putting together evidence clips that will be
posted to the Facebook page. Here is the link
to the first clip.
API Evidence Clip #1
If you know of anyone who would like to
find out more about our group, either to join
or to set up an investigation, please direct
them to the website:
www.paranormalbeliever.com
Don’t forget to invite all your friends to
join our Facebook page!

Upcoming Events
April ?— Opposition Cemetery
June ? - Centerton Days
June or July? - Crescent Hotel
September ? - Myrtle’s Plantation

Stay tuned for more
information on these events
and more!

Wok and Roll Chinese
and Japanese
Restaurant
604 H Street, NW
Washington, DC

Wok and Roll Chinese and
Japanese Restaurant is
housed in the building that
once housed Mrs. Surratt’s
Boarding House where the
conspirators met in the days
leading up to Lincoln’s fateful
night at Ford’s Theatre. Legends tell of spirits still flitting
through the historic structure.
The building was constructed in 1843 as a singlefamily residence. Mary Surratt’s husband, John, purchased the property in 1853
and rented the building while
he constructed a tavern at a
crossroads in nearby Prince
George’s County, Maryland.
He was later named postmaster of the community that
formed around his family’s
tavern. After the outbreak of
war, John Surratt passed away
leaving his wife and family in
somewhat dire financial
straits. John’s son, John Junior was named postmaster in
his father’s place, but he was
arrested about two years later
for working as a mail courier
for the Confederacy with
whom he sympathized.
After the arrest of her son
and being deprived of his income as a postmaster, Mary
Surratt moved her family to
their Washington home while
she rented the family’s Maryland tavern. The family began
taking on boarders and was
drawn into the conspiracy to
kidnap the president. To what
extent Mary Surratt was involved is still rather unclear,
but in the roundup that followed John Wilkes Booth’s
shooting of Lincoln at Ford’s
Theatre, Mary was arrested
and charged in the conspiracy.
She was tried before a military
tribunal and subsequently
found guilty.

API Investigation Photos

A blue orb

Orbs in a Cemetery

API Ghost Hunting Tips
1.

Always remember, you are the one with the body, and you are the one with the
power. Don’t give up your power to them through fear.

2. If you feel that some unknown force wants you out of there...then by all means,
GET OUT!
3. Never dare an unseen entity to make itself known to you. However, it is ok to ask
those spirits present if you can take their picture or record their voice.

Ghost Hunter Wanted--Wimps Need Not Apply
by
Carol Martindale-Taylor

Chapter 1
"In a room like this, we'd take several.......ah......ah......argghh!" Both legs
crumpled under me, my left ankle buckling forward trying to find the next step down-it was a figment of my imagination. On my way down, my only thought was "Camera!"
In the pitch black, hands fumbled behind me to find my shoulders, finally slipping
under my arms and struggling to pull my dead weight upright. I hobbled to the nearest
light source to check my camera; whew, no mangled parts hanging from it. Now all I
had to do was spend six hours walking on a foot and ankle morphing into one chunky
painful appendage.
This particular evening, our paranormal investigations group tackled an abandoned 6,000-square-foot custom home. Once a show place, now a few ceilings were
caved in, mold of various colors decorated the walls, and knee-deep water filled the
lower level. The theft of a gold-plated bathtub fixture added to an ambiance created by
a pair of grungy women's shorts, black graffiti on dark wood paneling and a stash of
used syringes. Neighbors called our attention to the home because of partying apparitions seen through living room windows and shadow people traversing the lawn at
night. Our job was to find out if they were ghostly apparitions or the owners of the
used needles.
Interested in investigating the property, we tracked down the realtor with the
sales listing. Walking into her office to ask for access to a property because it may be
haunted wasn’t something she studied for when preparing to take her licensing test. I
sat across from the agent giving my best "you may not believe in ghosts, but..." speech,
noticing she seemed exceptionally calm for someone getting the haunted pitch. She
interrupted me with “If I obtain the owner's consent, can I join you during your investigation?” It seems in its former life, the property did indeed host many socialite parties and the now-deceased owner even reported his own paranormal experiences in
the house.
On the designated evening, we strategically placed four infrared cameras and
two standing microphones around the house, then set up a command center in the
living room. With electricity unavailable, everything operated off our generator—with
its continuous droning recorded by our sound equipment. Such 'white' noise can encourage responses from paranormal entities, but it can also drown out everything. After the setup, with the realtor, her friends and a few neighbors in tow, we turned into
ghost hunting instructors. At least that's what I was trying to be when making my
grand entrance into the darkened kitchen.
At 3:00 a.m., we disconnected cameras, gathered microphones and recoiled
hundreds of feet of wire spread throughout the house. We wrapped up at 4:00 a.m.,
with our only excitement provided by a flashlight turning on by itself, but stubbornly
refusing to turn off.
Over the next several evenings, video images and sound recordings of strange
noises and EVP's (electronic voice phenomena not heard by the naked ear) were reviewed--for hours, and hours, and more hours. Now you may think you can kick back,
grab a cold drink, and relax while reviewing those recordings. Wrong. Do and you'll
miss the wispy figure appearing in an instant or the faint voice answering your question "Is there anyone here who would like to be heard?" You can grab a cold drink alright, but don't let your mind wander. This particular investigation revealed only the
self-lighting flashlight and a few orbs (more about them later).
Ghost hunting is not for wimps, but not because of unseen visitors; they're the
payoff. If you're lucky enough to see an apparition, you're expected to run toward it,
not away. Still interested? Not a wimp? Can handle hours of tedious, boring, frustrating work? Okay then. Check out next month’s API newsletter to learn more about the
nuts and bolts of what it takes to help those who believe they're being haunted.

Ghost Hunting Basics

Thunderstorms and Paranormal Activity
By Nicolle Morock of the Raleigh Paranormal Examiner

We’ve all heard the old ghost stories that begin with “It was a dark and stormy night.”
Why do you suppose that so many of them start that way? Is it just the narrator setting
the mood, or is there something more to it?
Paranormal investigators use many tools during investigations. Often their kits include EMF detectors and K2 meters, which measure the strength of and changes in
electromagnetic fields (EMF). Some teams also use instruments that measure ions and
static electricity. The theory behind the use of these instruments has two parts. First, it
is thought that entities require energy from a source external to them in order to be
able to manifest; therefore, changes in the EMF could signal the presence of an active
spirit. Secondly, some people are highly sensitive to strong electromagnetic fields, and
areas with high readings could cause those people to feel like they are being haunted.
Symptoms include paranoia, feeling light-headed or nauseated, headaches, etc. The
answer to the question of which is most common, the first or second scenario, is still
up in the air.
Given the first part of the theory about high amounts of energy being required for
manifestation, it would follow that activity might increase during stormy weather.
Thunderstorms create an enormous amount of electricity. Lightning is nothing more
than a large and extremely powerful electrical discharge wherein negatively charged
particles and positively charged particles connect. A thunderstorm with numerous
lightning bolts certainly creates changes in energy fields as the atmosphere is both
charging and discharging repeatedly. If a spirit requires more energy than that which
exists on a quiet sunny day in order to make itself known, then the period of time surrounding a storm certainly lends itself to that.
So what about the requirement that it be nighttime? That part is more myth than reality. Activity only appears to be more prominent at night because that is when things
are typically the quietest. People are home and more relaxed. Street traffic is reduced.
The bustle of the day is over, and darkness falls, heightening the senses. All of these
things combine to make out of the ordinary events more noticeable. Think about it.
Being away from home during the day does not mean that nothing is happening there.
It only means that no one is there to notice what occurs.
With April being usually a stormy month, higher levels of activity would not be surprising, whether they be during the day or night. For the paranormal investigator, it is
just one more reason to appreciate a good thunderstorm.
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